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ABSTRACT: Sensitivity of flexible surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors to ultraviolet (UV) light
is enhanced by application of micro- and nano-structured ZnO networks as sensing layers. In this
study, the influence of three dimensional (3D) tetrapodal ZnO microstructured networks spin
coated onto Al foil/ZnO piezoelectric film SAW devices on the sensor performance under stimulus
of UV light irradiation and influencs of relative humidity was investigated. The UV light
sensitivity is increased from -3.03×10−6 cm2mW-1 to -5.25×10−6 cm2mW-1 with the application
of 3D tetrapodal ZnO microstructured networks. Likewise, the humidity sensitivity is enhanced by
a factor of 2.9 at 90% relative humidity, which is explained by the porous structure of tetrapodal
ZnO microstructured networks. In addition, the measured sensitivity to UV light intensity is
demonstrated to be significantly modified under a bent condition, because the surface of ZnO
piezoelectric film is relatively denser in the case of bending. This study also demonstrates that the
sensing performance of respiratory characteristics is increased by nearly a factor of 1.7 under bent
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conditions after the utilization of the tetrapodal ZnO microstructured networks, showing it is
capability for breath and respiration monitoring applications.

◼

Introduction
Flexible surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors are emerging in wearable applications,

owing to their extreme sensitivity to mechanical, chemical, optical, electrical and biological
stimuli on their surfaces 1–9. Biological applications using SAW sensors have received much
attention in recent years, because these sensors can be used to detect biomolecules through
affinity binding with biomarkers for the detection of viruses, pathogens and early stage diagnosis
of diseases 10. Compared with other biological sensing technologies, such as optical fibre, surface
plasmon resonance, and sensors based on field effect transistors or micro-cantilevers, the SAW
sensors are advantageous as they offer high sensitivity, miniaturized size, low cost, outstanding
accuracy, programmability and ease of use simultaneously 11,12. Furthermore, the SAW sensors
based on piezoelectric thin films and flexible substrates have great potential for implementation
into integrated, disposable, bendable/flexible and wearable devices for sensing applications of
temperature, humidity, heartbeat, pulse, etc 9,13.
There is a challenge to improve SAW sensors in terms of their sensitivity, response and
recovery times, cost and ease of use 14. One direction to address this challenge is to use layers of
nano- and micro-structured networks with large surface-to-volume ratios and special
physical/chemical properties 15,16 as highly sensitive functional layers 14,17,18. For example, Xuan
et al. 14 reported SAW humidity sensors based on ZnO piezoelectric film with graphene oxide
(GO) as the performance-enhancing layer, which improved the sensitivity at a broad humidity
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range from 0.5% RH to 85% RH with a response time shorter than 1 second. Jo et al.
demonstrated a significant sensitivity improvement for their SAW ultraviolet (UV) sensor with a
layer of UV-sensitive ZnO nanoparticles and another ultrathin gold layer 19. Wang et al. reported
highly sensitive hydrogen gas sensors using SnO2 nanowires grown on Cd-Au comb-shape
interdigitate electrodes, which were highly sensitive to a low concentration detection limit of 10
ppm 20. Li et al. described a highly sensitive SAW UV detector using a sensing layer of ZnO
nanorods (NRs) grown on ST-cut quartz using a hydrothermal method, which showed a higher
UV light sensitivity than that based on the ZnO nano-film 21.
Although nano- and micro-structured networks are widely used to improve the sensitivity of
sensors, they are generally complex and costly to synthesize 22–24. This study utilizes flame
transport synthesis (FTS) method to prepare unique tetrapodal ZnO micro- and nano-tetrapod
interconnected network as a performance enhancing layer on the flexible SAW sensors 25. The
FTS method is a single-step process for direct conversion of Zn metallic particles into ZnO
micro- and nano-tetrapods and can be easily extended to large scale synthesis in order to meet
the industrial requirements 25–28. The tetrapodal ZnO microstructured networks (T-ZnO MN) are
extremely porous (up to 98%, density≈0.115 g/cm-3) and stable 25,26, which can be used to
increase the sensitivity of the flexible SAW humidity sensor as a sensitive layer. Moreover, the
ZnO piezoelectric film and T-ZnO MN have an exciton binding energy of 60 meV, a large
bandgap (Eg) of ~3.3 eV, so it is transparent in the visible wavelength range and has a superiority
for UV radiation detection 18,19. The T-ZnO MN with large surface-to-volume ratios also enables
high spectral selectivity and UV sensitivity 29. The highly porous T-ZNO MN could be beneficial
for humidity, breathe, or respiration monitoring applications.
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In the present work, we fabricated flexible SAW sensors with different wavelengths based
on ZnO piezoelectric film on aluminium (Al) foil substrates. The flexural wave mode based
SAW device with a wavelength of 100 μm was chosen for T-ZnO MN modification. The T-ZnO
MN was spun coated onto the surface of flexible SAW sensor as the performance-enhancement
layer. The enhanced effect of the T-ZnO MN on the UV performance has been investigated in
detail, in both flat and bending modes, and we also demonstrated the humidity and respiratory
monitoring capabilities using the flexible SAW sensors with T-ZnO MN layer.

◼

Experimental Section
The designed structure of the flexible SAW sensor coated with T-ZnO MN is illustrated in

Figure 1(a), and the photograph of the sensor is shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information. The ZnO piezoelectric film with a thickness of 5.5 μm was deposited onto an Al
foil with a thickness of 50 μm using a conventional DC magnetron sputter. The interdigitated
transducers (IDTs) were formed on a 150 nm-thick sputtered Al film using a standard lift-off
process. The detailed production process is shown in Figure S2. The wavelengths of the flexible
SAW sensors on Al foils were designed to be 32 μm, 100 μm and 400 μm, and the wave modes
were characterized using a network analyser (HP8752A).
The preparation process for 3D T-ZnO MNs using the FTS technique was reported
previously 25,28,30,31. In a standard FTS process, a mixture of Zn particles (with an average
diameter of 5 mm, from GoodFellow, UK) and poly(vinyl butyral) (PVB) powder (Mowital B
60H from Kuraray GmbH, Europe) with a weight ratio of 1:2 was placed in a ceramic crucible
and then heated to 900 °C in a muffle furnace 26,28,30,32,33. The PVB polymer mainly plays the
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role of sacrificial layer which is decomposed at a high temperature in the heating process in the
furnace. During the burning, the Zn microparticles are converted into Zn atomic vapour which,
with help from native oxygen molecules, participates in standard nucleation and growth
processes to form T-ZnO micro and nanostructures via a solid-vapour-solid growth mechanism.
25

. A variation of the process involved heating Zn powder under a nitrogen atmosphere instead of

using a sacrificial polymer until the reaction temperature was reached 25–27, thus leading to the
growth of fluffy T-ZnO micro- and nanostructured network with higher aspect ratios of each
arms.
The T-ZnO microstructure solution was prepared by dissolving the ZnO tetrapodal
structures in absolute ethyl alcohol with a concentration of 0.01 g/cm3. The ZnO microstructure
solution was spin-coated onto the surface of flexible SAW sensor at 500 rpm for 10 s to spread
the solutions, and the as-coated ZnO microstructured sensing layer was dried overnight in air at
room temperature, and the layer thickness was ~30 μm. The morphological studies on these ZnO
tetrapods were carried out using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Ultra 55 Zeiss FEG at
7 kV). The ZnO tetrapods were analysed with respect to their crystal structures using a highresolution X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Siemens D5000) operated at 40 kV and 10 μA (CuKα1
radiation with λ=1.5406 Å) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai F30). A Raman
spectroscope (WITec Alpha300 RA spectrometer in backscattering configuration interfaced with
a digital photometer and data acquisition processor) was used with a Nd-YAG laser (532 nm
line).
The experimental apparatus for flexible SAW UV sensor with the T-ZnO MN is
schematically illustrated in Figure 1(b), which was connected to a network analyser to record the
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frequency data. Different intensities of UV light were generated using a UV gun (CS2010,
Thorlabs Inc, USA) and then irradiated onto the SAW UV sensor with an area of 1.2 cm in
diameter. The wavelength of the UV source was 365 nm. A LabVIEW (National Instruments
Inc.) based program was developed to implement real-time measurements of frequency changes
of the flexible SAW UV sensors.
Humidity monitoring using the flexible SAW sensor was performed unsing a home-made
measurement system which was reported in our previous paper 34. The humidity values were
changed from 30% RH to 90% RH, and the frequency data were continuously recorded using a
LabVIEW-based data acquisition and control system. We have also employed the flexible SAW
sensor to detect and monitor respiration as a case study based on its sensitivity for the changes in
humidity and temperature. The flexible SAW sensor with a wavelength of 100 μm was used for
this experiment where we bonded it onto a small Flexible Printed Circuit (FPC), and attached the
FPC on the upper lip of a volunteer. The sensor was bent to conform the shape of the
individual’s upper lip. The resonant frequency of the sensor was recorded while the volunteer
was breathing continuously.
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Figure 1. (a) Flexible SAW sensor with T-ZnO MN, (b) experimental apparatus for analysing
the sensing properties of the flexible SAW UV sensor with T-ZnO MN.
◼

Results and discussion

Characterisation of T-ZnO MN
A typical SEM image of T-ZnO MN, which was used to build the sensing layer, is shown in
Figure 2(a), with an inset figure showing a photograph of the synthesized T-ZnO powders inside
a glass beaker. The average diameter of the T-ZnO microstructures is about 20.3 μm, and the
diameter of the arms (defined as the diameter at half the length of the arm) is about 250 nm. The
size of T-ZnO microstructures is mainly affected by the metal-polymer ratio and temperature
profile in the furnace. In addition, the location inside the furnace also matters, as there are small
variations in size and shape depending on the location from which they were harvested 25. Each
tetrapod consists of four arms converging in a central core at angles between ~105 ° and 110 °,
cf. Figure 2(a). This shape combines the properties of 1D ZnO nanorods or needles, forming
highly porous interconnected network with plenty of bridging junctions 25,26. The tetrapodal
shape of these structures is effective in constructing the flexible and structurally intact
mechanically-stable 3D networks with a high porosity and a large surface-to-volume ratio,
enhancing the sensing performance of the flexible SAW sensors 26.
X-ray diffractogram corresponding to T-ZnO nano- and micro-structured network is shown
in Figure 2(b) and all the observed reflections can be assigned to wurtzite type ZnO (JCPDS
Card-36-1451). The prominent reflections, e.g., (10-10), (0002) and (10-11), are corresponding
to the wurtzite ZnO phase, indicating highly crystalline nature of the synthesized ZnO tetrapods
after the FTS process. The Raman spectrum of the T-ZnO MN is shown in Figure 2(c). For the
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wurtzite ZnO, there are 12 degrees of freedom since there are 4 atoms per primitive cell 27,35. In
group theory, Γopt = A1(z) +2B1 + E1(x, y) + 2E2, where x, y, and z represent the polarization
directions 36. The A1, E1 and E2 modes are Raman-active, and the A1, E1 modes are also infrared
active, polar, and split into transverse optical (TO) and longitudinal optical (LO) components
22,36,37

. The lower-frequency E2 (low) mode in T-ZnO MN is associated with the vibration of

heavy Zn sub-lattice 22. The higher-frequency E2 (high) mode is a characteristic of the wurtzite
phase, which involves only the oxygen atoms 35. The B1 mode is IR- and Raman-inactive mode,
or silent mode 36.
Figures 2(d-g) show the TEM image of the ZnO tetrapods. The ZnO tetrapods consist of
single and adnate tetrapods of various dimensions as shown in Figure 2(d). It should be noted
that only the thin parts of small tetrapods and tetrapod arms can be transmitted with the electron
beam. For demonstrating the c-axis directed growth of the ZnO tetrapod arms (Figure 2(e)) in the
wurtzite-type crystal structure, a high-resolution TEM image (Figure 2(f)) and its corresponding
electron diffraction pattern (Figure 2(g)) were obtained. Results show ZnO tetrapad grows along
the (0001) lattice planes, which is resembled in the [10-10] zone axis pattern.
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Figure 2. (a) SEM image of ZnO micro and nanostructures showing their tetrapodal
morphology. (b) XRD pattern and (c) micro-Raman spectrum of the ZnO tetrapods. (d) Lowmagnification TEM images of adnate ZnO tetrapods from a tetrapod network and (e) one brokenoff tetrapod arm. (f) High-resolution TEM image showing the (0001) lattice planes of ZnO
perpendicular to the growth direction of the crystal. (g) Electron diffraction pattern in [10-10]
zone axis orientation of the wurtzite-type crystal structure.

Characterization of flexible SAW sensors
Reflection spectra (S11) of one-port flexible SAW sensors with different wavelengths are
shown in Figure 3(a). Clearly, the S11 peaks are determined by the wavelength, and all the
resonant peaks of the flexible SAW sensors are listed in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.
The S11 spectrum of the flexible SAW sensor with the T-ZnO MN is also shown in Figure 3(a).
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The frequency of each resonant peak is slightly decreased after applying the T-ZnO MN
indicating the effect of mass loading. When the wavelength of the sensor is smaller than the
thickness of the substrate, the resonance peak is from the Rayleigh wave (e.g., 32 μm
wavelength). Lamb waves are generated when the substrate thickness is smaller than or
comparable to the wavelength of the acoustic wave (e.g., 100 μm and 400 μm wavelengths).
There are multiple wave modes (with different frequencies in S11 results) for the flexible SAW
devices with wavelengths of 100 μm and 400 μm. Finite-element method-based simulations
using COMSOL software were used to verify the vibration modes of resonant peaks. A
simplified 3D-model with ideal material parameters, e.g., one pair of IDTs electrode and periodic
boundary conditions, were used to simulate flexible SAW devices with different wavelengths.
The thicknesses of Al foil layer, ZnO piezoelectric thin film and electrode layer were set to be 50
μm, 5.5 μm and 0.15 μm, respectively. The finger aperture was designed as one-wavelength
wide. The boundary of the left terminal was set to be electrical ground, and that of the right
terminal was assigned to the floating potential with zero surface charge accumulation. This
combination of electrical boundary conditions corresponds to an open circuit configuration,
which is suitable for sensing applications.
Figure 3(b) is the total displacement diagram of the first resonant peak of the flexible SAW
sensor with a wavelength of 100 μm, and it is a typical zero-order asymmetric Lamb mode (A0).
From the COMSOL simulation, we observe Lamb waves as the dominant mode for the device
with wavelengths of 100 μm and 400 μm, whereas the dominant wave mode is Rayleigh waves
for the device with a wavelength of 32 μm. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the typical zero-order
symmetrical Lamb wave mode (S0) for the wavelength of 100 μm, and Rayleigh wave mode for
the device with wavelength of 32 μm.
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Figure 3. (a) The reflection spectrum of the flexible SAW sensor with T-ZnO MN, the total
displacement diagram of (b) the A0 mode (100 μm wavelength), (c) the S0 mode (100 μm
wavelength) and (d) the R0 mode (32 μm wave-length).

Sensing characterisations
UV detection using flexible SAW sensor without T-ZnO MN coating
The UV responses of various vibration modes of flexible SAW sensors with different
wavelengths were tested, and a typical UV response of flexible SAW sensors without using the
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T-ZnO MN is shown in Figure 4(a). The wavelength of the flexible SAW sensor is 100 μm, and
the vibration mode is A0. When the device is exposed to UV light, the resonant frequency of the
flexible SAW sensor is decreased due to the generation of excess carriers in ZnO, thus resulting
in the increased capacitance 38. This effect is reversible with resonant frequency recovering to its
original value when the UV excitation is switched off. The UV sensitivity of the flexible SAW
sensor can be defined by the following formula 39:

𝑆=

∆𝑓
𝑓0 ∆𝐼𝑈𝑉

(1)

where S is the sensitivity, 𝑓0 is the original resonant frequency, ∆𝑓 is the frequency shift, and
∆𝐼𝑈𝑉 is the UV intensity. The normalized frequency shifts (∆𝑓/𝑓0 ) of various vibration modes
under different UV intensities are shown in Figure 4(b), and the slopes of various curves are the
UV sensitivities of vibration modes, which are summarised in Table 1.

Figure 4. (a) UV response of flexible SAW sensors (100 μm wavelength, A0 mode) without TZnO MN, (b) The nor-malized frequency shifts of various vibration modes under different UV
intensities.
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The shift in resonant frequency of flexible SAW sensors upon UV irradiation is attributed to
two factors: 1) surface oxygen-adsorbed species 18; 2) thermal effect, as the UV source will also
induce heating. The absorbed oxygen molecules on the surface of the ZnO piezoelectric thin film
and T-ZnO MN capture the free electrons [O2 (g) ↔ O2 (ad), O2 (ad) + e− → O−
2 (ad)], and
create a low-conductivity depletion region at atmospheric conditions without UV excitation 40.
+
The surface adsorbed oxygen molecules capture the photo-generated holes [O−
2 (ad) + h →

O2 (g)] when the UV excitation is switched on 19, thus narrowing the depletion region and
drastically enhancing the overall conductivity in the ZnO piezoelectric thin film and T-ZnO MN.
The change in conductivity results in a change in the resonant frequency of the flexible SAW
sensor, which is given by

∆𝑓𝜎 =

𝑓0 𝐾2
2

∗

1
𝑣 𝑐 2
1+( 0𝜎 𝑠)

,

41

:

𝑐𝑠 = 𝜀0 + 𝜀𝑠

(2)

where ∆𝑓𝜎 is the frequency shift caused by conductivity change, σ is the sheet conductivity of the
ZnO, 𝜀0 and 𝜀𝑠 are air and substrate dielectric permittivities, respectively, and 𝐾 2 is the
electromechanical coupling coefficient of the substrate. The electromechanical coupling
coefficients of the flexible SAW sensor was obtained using the following formula 6,37,42:
𝐾2 =

𝜋

𝐺

( )

4𝑁 𝐵 𝑓=𝑓0

(3)

where N is the number of the finger pairs, G and B are the radiation conductance and susceptance
at the original resonant frequency, respectively.
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In addition, UV light will change the surface temperature of the surface of flexible SAW
sensor, causing frequency shifts. The frequency shift induced by the temperature change is given
by 43:
(4)

∆𝑓𝑇 = 𝑓0 ∗ 𝑇𝐶𝐹 ∗ ∆𝑇

where ∆𝑓𝑇 is the frequency shift caused by temperature change, TCF is the temperature
coefficient of frequency of flexible SAW sensor, and ∆𝑇 is change of the temperature. The TCF
values were obtained by recording the frequency shifts of the flexible SAW sensor which was
put inside an oven (with a temperature variation ranging from room temperature up to 80 oC and
a resolution of 0.1 oC), and then calculating the linear slopes of the frequency shift vs
temperature. The details of the TCF results are listed in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.
The obtained results of frequency, UV sensitivity, TCF and 𝐾 2 of different flexible SAW sensors
are listed in Table 1 for comparisons.
Table 1. The frequency, UV sensitivity and TCF of different flexible SAW sensors
Wavelength and mode

Frequency (MHz)

Sensitivity (slope)

TCF (ppm/ºC)

400 μm S0

12.53

-8.35×10−6

-539.1

400 μm A0

2.79

-7.85×10−6

-459.8

100 μm S0

40.77

-7.55×10−6

-330.2

100 μm A1

56.74

-4.99×10−6

-270.2

32 μm R0

78.48

-3.89×10−6

-243.1

100 μm A0

24.80

-3.03×10−6

-205.3
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From Table 1, it can be seen that there is no clear indication of the dependence of the
sensitivity upon the overall frequency values of all the sensors, but for the same group of Lamb
wave devices, the sensitivity seems decreasing with the increase of device’s frequencies.
However, detailed analysis of the data showed that the larger the TCF, the higher the UV
sensitivity of the wave mode. Therefore, the effect of temperature changes on the UV response
of flexible SAW sensor should not be ignored.

UV detection using flexible SAW sensor with different bending angles
The flexible SAW sensors based on Al foils have good flexibility, and can be bent freely
within a certain range. The device still can be used to monitor the frequency signals even after
being fully folded. More details about flexibility of the flexible devices can be found from our
previous paper 13. They can be fitted onto non-flat or complex surfaces of an object, which shows
great application prospects in wearable and flexible personal electronics. The flexible SAW
sensor with a wavelength of 400 μm was bent into different angles (Figure 5(a)), and the stain of
flexible SAW sensor under each bending angle was calculated. The relationship between strain
and resonant frequency of the flexible SAW sensor is shown in Figure 5(b). Clearly, the resonant
frequency is increased as the strain is increased, and the increasing trend is decreased when the
strain is larger than 600 με. We have examined the bending fatigue/deformation reproducibility
performance of the related devices in our previous paper 13, and the flexible SAW device was
bent for 2000 cycles at a fixed strain. The frequency and amplitude were decreased rapidly in the
first 500 cycles; however, they became stable after 500 cycles. There are some cracks on film
surface of the device after repeated bending test, but the SAW device still showed good
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performance, mainly because the acoustic wave mode was flexural Lamb wave mode 13. The
frequency shifts of flexible SAW sensors with strains of 0 and 600 με are shown in Figure 5(c),
and the normalized frequency shifts are shown in Figure 5(d) for comparisons. It can be seen
from Figures 5(c) and 5(d), the UV response of bent SAW sensor with strain of 600 με is better
than that of flat SAW sensor with strain of 0 με, and the UV sensitivity of flexible SAW sensor
has also almost doubled under the bending condition. The UV sensitivities of flexible SAW
sensors with strains of 0 με and 600 με are -7.85×10−6 cm2mW-1 and -1.53×10−5 cm2mW-1,
respectively.
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Figure 5. (a) Photographs of flexible SAW sensor with a wavelength of 400 μm under different
bending positions, (b) the relationship between stain and resonant frequency of the flexible SAW
sensor, (c) the frequency shifts and (d) the normalized frequency shifts of flexible SAW sensors
with strains of 0 με and 600 με.

UV detection using flexible SAW sensor coated with T-ZnO MN layer
In the following experiments, the A0 mode device (100 μm wavelength) was selected for
UV, humidity and respiratory sensing, because it has minimised temperature effects. We also
calculated the frequency shifts caused by temperature effect according to Eq. 4, and the
temperature changes of the flexible SAW sensors during UV process were estimated using a
thermocouple. The UV responses of flexible SAW sensors with a layer of T-ZnO MN are shown
in Figure 6(a). As previously analysed, the highly porous T-ZnO MN layer will increase the
oxygen molecules absorbed on the surface of the SAW sensor, which will enhance the overall
conductivity under UV light illumination. Therefore, the frequency shift of flexible SAW sensor
coated with the T-ZnO MN (Figure 6(a)) is much larger than the flexible SAW sensor without
the T-ZnO MN (Figure 4(a)). The frequency shifts of flexible SAW sensors without/with T-ZnO
MN layer under different UV intensities are shown in Figure 6(b) for comparisons. The
frequency shifts of both flexible SAW sensors are increased with the increase of UV intensity,
with a good linearity. Noticeably, the frequency shift of the flexible SAW sensor has almost been
doubled after using the sensitive layer of T-ZnO MN. The normalized frequency shifts (∆𝑓/𝑓0 )
under different UV intensities are shown in Figure 6(c), and the UV sensitivities are -3.03×10−6
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cm2mW-1 and -5.25×10−6 cm2mW-1, respectively. Clearly, adding the layer of T-ZnO MN has
significantly enhanced the UV sensitivity of the SAW sensor.

Figure 6. (a) The UV responses of flexible SAW sensors with T-ZnO MN, (b) the frequency
shifts, (c) the normalized frequency shifts and (d) the temperature shift of two kinds flexible
SAW sensors under different UV intensities.

In order to investigate the effects of temperature and conductivity on the UV responses of
flexible SAW sensors, we tested the changes of surface temperature (Figure 6(d)) and
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conductance (Figures 7(a) and 7(b)) of the flexible SAW sensors under different UV intensities.
It can be seen from Figure 6(d), the temperature is increased linearly with the increase of UV
intensity. The TCF value of the flexible SAW sensor is unchanged after using T-ZnO MN,
therefore, the ∆𝑓𝑇 of flexible SAW sensor without/with T-ZnO MN are almost the same based on
Eq. 4.
The I-V characteristics of flexible SAW sensors without/with T-ZnO MN modification
under different UV intensities are shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. When the UV
light is irradiated on the device, the conductivity (i.e., the slope of I-V curve) of the flexible
SAW sensor increases. The conductivity increases with the UV intensity, and the T-ZnO MN
enhances this effect by a factor of 103. Based on the Eqs. 2 and 4, the theoretical frequency shifts
caused by conductivity change (∆𝑓𝜎 ) and temperature change (∆𝑓𝑇 ) can be obtained,
respectively. The results are summarized in Figures 7(c) and 7(d). The theoretical (∆𝑓𝜎 +∆𝑓𝑇 ) and
measured results of these flexible SAW sensors are also shown in Figures 7(c) and 7(d). The ∆𝑓𝑇
values of two types of flexible SAW sensors are almost the same, while the ∆𝑓𝜎 is significantly
increased after using T-ZnO MN layer. Therefore, the key mechanism of using T-ZnO MN layer
to improve the UV sensitivity is the increase in conductivity under the UV light illumination.
The experimental results of flexible SAW sensor without T-ZnO MN are in a good agreement
with the theoretical result, while those of flexible SAW sensor with T-ZnO MN sensing layer is
slightly deviating, possibly due to the presence of defects in the T-ZnO MN layer.
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Figure 7. The I-V characteristic curve of flexible SAW sensors (a) without T-ZnO MN, (b) with
T-ZnO MN under different UV intensities, the theoretical and measured results of flexible SAW
sensors (c) without T-ZnO MN, (d) with T-ZnO MN under different UV intensities.

Humidity and respiration detection for flexibility demonstrations
The humidity responses of flexible SAW sensors without/with T-ZnO MN layers are shown
in Figure 8(a). It can be seen from Figure 8(a) that the resonant frequency of flexible SAW
sensors is decreased parabolically with relative humidity, and the T-ZnO MN enhances the
frequency shifts. In general, the higher the relative humidity, the larger the difference in
frequency shifts between two types of flexible SAW sensors. When the relative humidity is 90%
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RH, the frequency shifts of flexible SAW sensor without/with T-ZnO MN are 9.66 kHz and
28.02 kHz, respectively.
We have further employed the flexible SAW sensor to detect and monitor respiration as a
case study based on its sensitivity for the changes in humidity and temperature 1. The resonant
frequencies of flexible SAW sensors without/with T-ZnO MN under continuous and uniformly
respirations as a function of time are shown in Figure 8(b). The resonant frequency of flexible
SAW sensors is shifted downwards when the volunteer exhales due to the change in temperature
and humidity, and the resonant frequency is increased when the volunteer inhales, but the overall
frequency drifts downwards with time. It can be seen from Figure 8(b), the resonant frequency
shifts of the flexible SAW sensors without/with T-ZnO MN caused by expiratory air are about
45.55 kHz and 66.33 kHz, respectively.
The temperature and relative humidity of the laboratory were recorded during the
experiment as ~20 °C and ~38% RH, respectively. In addition, a thermocouple was used to
measure the temperature of the flexible SAW sensor during the experiment. Results show that
the temperature was increased up to ~7° due to the expiratory air. The frequency shifts due to the
temperature changes can be calculated using Eq. 4 and the calculated value is 35.64 kHz. The
relative humidity of exhaled air was also measured using a reference sensor (SHT71) and the
reading was ~92.3% RH. It can be seen from Figure 8(a) that when the relative humidity is
changed from 38% RH to 90% RH, the resonant frequency of the flexible SAW sensor without
T-ZnO MN is decreased by 9.52 kHz, while that of the flexible SAW sensor with T-ZnO MN is
decreased by 27.51 kHz. Therefore, the total frequency shifts caused by temperature and
humidity changes for these two kinds flexible SAW sensors are 45.16 kHz and 63.15 kHz, which
are in good agreements with the test results (45.55kHz and 66.33kHz respectively). It can be
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concluded that the main reason for the frequency shift for these two flexible SAW sensors during
the respiration is the temperature change. When the ambient temperature is close to the
temperature of exhaled air, the humidity change can still be used for respiratory detection, which
highlights the wider applicability of the flexible SAW sensor.
We can further obtain the information such as respiratory rate and respiratory intensity by
monitoring the resonant frequency of the flexible SAW sensor, and the results are shown in
Figure 8(b). The ZnO thin film is polycrystalline in nature, capable of absorbing water molecules
inside. The releasing time frame of absorbed water is much longer than the period of inhaling,
explaining the overall decrease in the resonant frequency with time 1. Nevertheless, the
frequency shift of the flexible SAW sensor has been nearly doubled after using the T-ZnO MN
layer, proving that the T-ZnO MN layer has a significantly enhanced sensitivity for the flexible
SAW sensor on respiratory detection, due to its higher sensitivity to both the humidity and
temperature in comparison with the original flexible SAW sensor without this layer.
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Figure 8. (a) The humidity responses of flexible SAW sensors without/with T-ZnO MN, (b) the
resonant frequencies of flexible SAW sensors without/with T-ZnO MN under continuous,
uniformly respiration.

◼

Conclusions
In summary, a highly porous T-ZnO MN layer was synthesized and utilized as a

performance enhancing sensing layer for flexible SAW UV sensor. This 3D T-ZnO MN layer
offers excellent properties for sensing applications, mainly being highly porous and providing
high surface-to-volume ratios. In present work, we fabricated flexible SAW UV sensors with
different wavelengths based on ZnO piezoelectric films on Al foil substrates. The T-ZnO MNapplied flexible SAW sensors were used for UV and humidity sensing as well as respiration
monitoring. The A0 mode (with 100 μm wavelength IDTs) was used for the experiments. Results
revealed an increase in UV sensitivity from -3.03×10−6 cm2mW-1 to -5.25×10−6 cm2mW-1 with
the application of T-ZnO MN layer. Likewise, the humidity sensitivity is increased by 2.9 times
at 90% RH, and the respiratory sensitivity is increased by 1.7 times. The investigations of this
study suggest that such a flexible SAW sensor coated with T-ZnO nano- and microstructured
network could be easily mass produced and efficiently utilized for UV, humidity and
breathe/respiration monitoring applications in future technologies.
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Supporting Information.
The Supporting Information is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
The photograph of the flexible SAW sensor coated with T-ZnO MN is shown in Figure S1. The
detailed production process of flexible SAW sensor coated with T-ZnO MN is shown in Figure
S2. The detail TCF results of various vibration modes are listed in Table S1.
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